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A catalyst for change: New standards create opportunities
for finance and actuarial transformation
WITH significant regulatory, accounting
and actuarial changes on the horizon,
many forwardlooking insurers are

thinkingabouthowtheymightusethesechanges
as the catalyst to transform theirfinance function
to become a better business partner and drive
value for their organization.

In today's complex and highly competitive in
surance markets, finance and actuarial functions
often stick out as the "poor relation" of the insur
ance back office. With underinvested systems,

bolted togetherfollowingahistory of acquisitions,

maintained by the information technology (IT)
equivalent of duct tape and chicken wire, many
functions struggleto achieve their daily andquar
terly objectives.
At a handful of insurance organizations,

from recent regulatory changes catalyzed by the very least—require significant change in
Solvency II in the European Union and a wave of their current finance and actuarial operations,
Often these initiatives start from the per
regulatory developments in other jurisdictions.
Few have the appetite for more disruption. Our spective of how numbers that are externally
discussions with insurance sectorfinance lead reported, such as earnings and capita^ will
ers suggest that past experiences and current change; but very quickly these conversations
perceptions are dampening enthusiasm for lead to much more fundamental questions
new transformation initiatives. According to
another recent survey of insurance leaders by
KPMG International 2, almost twothirds of all

insurance organizations have started at least
one major transformation initiative in the past
two years. But the same survey also shows that
a full 57 percent of all respondents considered

surrounding the core business drivers: topics

such as earnings trends, growth opportunities
and the target operating models required to
deliver these outcomes. Ultimately, the broad
scale and complexity of operational and tech
nology impacts become apparent. And this is
when insurance executives tend to realize that

their most recent transformation to be "far from

these changes are actually an opportunity to

ideal". Many are feeling somewhat burned by

transform their finance function.

their experience.

These changes highlight some of the histori

however, these functions are no longer the poor

The problem is that—in today's highly

cal root causes of malaise in the finance function:

relation but are positioned as the beating heart

competitive and customercentric insurance

of the organization—the source of inspiration,
leading practices and valuable insights that drive

markets—yesterday's finance function is in

myriad data sources and patchwork solutions to
bring data into accounting and actuarial calcula
tors; inconsistent valuation approaches and data

growth and improve operational efficiency.
These finance functions are actively improving
the health of insurers' balance sheets and pow
ering exciting new ventures and future growth.

creasingly a barrier to growth for tomorrow's

definitions (e.g., product hierarchies) in different

insurance organization.

business units; loss of granularity and the ability
to drilldown results are aggregated from the line
of business or operating entity up to the Group;
and limitations in capacity (people, computing
and otherwise) to support the Group in 'whatif'
analysis for business planning, capital manage
ment, acquisitions,distribution arrangementsand
other strategic decisionmaking. Finance leaders

Barriers to change are crumbling
THE good news is that many of the traditional

The business is looking for a partner
BY now, the imperative for change is clear to any

barriers to transformation are rapidly falling
away. CFOs are being encouraged by their ex

insurance executive. For some, the key driver

ecutive teams to step up to the plate and new

will be a deep desire to improve costs and drive

financedriven initiatives—such as enterprise

efficiency across the organization. Others may

performance management—are being warmly
received in the executive suite. While capital for
new projects may be tight, CFOs that are able

be more focused on transforming the finance
function to help drive customercentricity and
growth. And most insurers are under pressure to
comply with new rules and regulations in many
of their key markets.
Increasingly, CEOs and business leaders are
looking tothefinancefunctionforhelpinachiev

ing those objectives. But according to a survey
of insurance CEOs conducted by KPMG Interna
tional, few thinkthat the financefunction is ready
to take on the task. Only around half of the CEOs
in our survey viewed their chief financial officer
(CFO) as a valuable business partner, and only one
in three felt that their CFO understood the chal

lenges facing theCEO. Most damningly perhaps,
only one in five CEOs said their CFO already plays

to create a business case for transformational

change that demonstrates alignment to the

organization's growth objectives should find

budgets and executive support to be more

data architecture, business processes, controls
and organizational design, in order to extract
the best possible value from the investments to
comply with these changes.

Keysuccessfactorsforfinancetransformation

forthcoming than in the past.Technology is also WITH the stage set for transformation in regula
easing the pain of change. Today, technologies tion and external reporting.f inance leaders should
sold as a service, such as cloud infrastructure, now be thinking seriously about how they might
help companies to vastly accelerate change take advantage of the current environment to
and avoid fixedcost hardware commitments become a better partner to the business. Clearly,
via payasyougo arrangements. Similarly, new every organization will takeaslightly different path
software applications for data management depending on local requirements, thedemandsof
and selfservice analytics make it easier for the the markets in which they operate, their capabili
business to mine data for insights arid lessen ties and their current infrastructure.
dependence on overburdened IT departments.
However, our experience in helping leading
insurers achieve transformationa I changes within

a critical role in supporting the executive team.

Welcoming the arrival of new standards
Looking for a reason to change

will need to take a hard look at their systems and

their finance and actuarial teams has raised a

TO befair, mostfinanceand actuarial functions

WITH the introduction of new reporting stan number of key success factors that we believe
dards in countries around the world, insurance arecritical todesigning and delivering successful

are struggling to keep up with current business
demands.Outdated technologyand siloed pol

CFOs now have a strong motivation and catalyst
for transformation. In many markets^—where

icy administration systems are slowing down
response times and soaking up significant re

local standards mandate IFRS for all public re tofundamentallytransformthewaythefunction

sources. Growing competition for experienced
professionals accelerates staff turnover and
drives up costs. And many are still recovering

finance transformation in the insurance sector.

1.Be bo/dandws/onary.Thisisan opportunity

porting by insurers—the impetus for change operates. Take bold steps, make hard decisions
is unavoidable and insurers are starting torec and set out a vision for the future that drives en

ognize that the implementation of these new gagement and encourages support from across
standards and regulatory requirements will—at the function—and from the business.
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2 .Focuson the business outcomes: The goal of able steps and retain the ability to innovate and

8. Expect the goals to shift: Even with the ad van
tagesof modern technologyandagileapproaches,
adapt to change.
5. Deliver quick wins: Drive immediate im transformation can still take time and much can
provements, demonstrate value and achiev change in the internal and external environment
ability and lift morale by planning for a series of before the "end point" is reached. Set clear goals
quick wins throughout the process. Recognize and objectives but prepare to pivot or reassess the
the front of their minds in order to become a and celebrate successes as project milestones strategy if required to adapt to change.
the transformation cannot be to simply imple
ment a new technology or fulfill a compliance
requirement. Finance leaders will need to design
their new operating model and processes with
the business outcomes they need to deliver at

are achieved.
better business partner.
The article was taken from KPMG's publication,
6. /Measure progress: Ensure you have strong entitled'A catalyst for change: New standards create
3. Don't let technology drive the decision: Re

memberthattechnologyisanenableroftransfor disciplline around measuring progress—both opportunities for finance and actuarial transforma

mation, not a driver. Successful transformations from a> cost and from a benefits perspective—on tion" by Brid MeaneyofKPMG in the UK, Martyn van

identify the right mix of technologies to enable a regullarbasisand be ready to make adjustments Wensveen ofKPMG International, and Gavin Lubbe

the target operating model instead of creating if projectsare not delivering theirexpected goals. and Doron Melnick ofKPMG in Canada.
7. Look at the bigger picture: Insurers that ap
an operating model that enables a technology.
@2017 R.G. Manabat & Co., a Philippine part
4. Breakdown the program: Massive transfor proach these changes purely as a shift toward nershipandamemberfirmoftheKPMGnetworkof
mation projects can be difficult for employees new accounting standards and regulatory re independent memberfirms affiliated with KPMG

to digest and complex to manage and deliver. quirements will likely miss significant opportuni International Cooperative (KPMG International),
While the overall initiative must remain focused ties to drive real business value. Go beyond the
a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
on achieving the longterm vision, insurers will technical considerations to think about the stra
For more information on KPMG in the Philippines,
want to break down their projects into manage tegic impact —forthe business and for investors. visit www.kpmg.com.ph.

